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Turbulent geopolitics, soaring inflation and tightening central bank policies have created a narrow and treacherous
path for equity investors in 2022, leaving them with few options to diversify and balance their portfolios. The
performance of the two most prominent asset classes in the world’s “safest” market shows just how challenging the
environment has been. Since 1974, US equities and bonds have provided good levels of diversification. When equities
have done poorly, bonds have risen to the challenge to compensate — and the other way around. Thus far, this year
has been the only exception, with both equities and bonds suffering significant drawdowns. While there are still four
months left of 2022 to turn this around, it seems clear that continued turbulence, from energy shocks and the
withdrawal of accommodating monetary policies to the rising forces of globalisation, is likely to add more uncertainty
and volatility to the markets.

And no wonder market uncertainty is increasing, when corporate fundamentals are now showing signs of fatigue. After a
spectacular recovery from the pandemic-related lockdowns, US corporate margins appear to have reached a plateau. On its
own, this is not news; profit margins have always been mean-reverting due to competitive forces and business cycle gyrations.
However, higher inflation and labour costs are starting to erode margins as corporates, fearing a collapse in demand, appear
less willing to pass these costs onto consumers. For investors, the fear is that these forces could push margins far below their
long-term average.
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Some evidence that these fears are justified comes from weakening earnings momentum, approximated by the proportion of
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available, the cost of capital for companies is increasing. In other words, corporate valuations are set for a double hit from lower
earnings and higher rates.

This challenging environment is not restricted to the US market. For example, corporate Europe is also expected to slow to
levels it has not experienced since the GFC. The mix of monetary tightening in order to battle inflation, political uncertainty,
resurgent worries about debt sustainability in the periphery, lower excess savings and heavy reliance on Russian gas is poised
to impact substantially on euro area corporate fundamentals. Valuations may be poised for an even greater hit in the euro area
than in the US.
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Even if investors cast their net to a wider set of assets and geographies, the conclusion is the same: developments in 2022
have agitated financial markets to such an extent that asset returns and options for diversification are in very short supply for
traditional equity investors. Only oil, and the US dollar (particularly against the Japanese yen), have delivered some positive
returns and diversifying benefits since the beginning of the year.

Looking forward, we think value investing could remain an attractive investment option. Uncovering stocks that are cheap
relative to their fundamentals (that is, relative to their earnings, book value or cash flows) has started to become profitable again
after a poor decade, benefiting from the rare combination of high inflation, high rates and the still positive post-pandemic cycle.
Specifically, since the end of last year, value stocks have outperformed growth stocks (expensive, growth-promising companies,
such as those in the tech sector), momentum stocks, and even safe-haven quality stocks (with far from stellar, yet reliable
growth prospects). Value stocks should continue to do well if rates do not revert quickly to zero, and if the US cycle does not go
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The ramifications of central bank hawkishness over battling inflation have been most serious in the euro area, which faces the
additional problems of concern about the financial stability of the periphery countries, lower excess savings and heavy reliance
on Russian gas. The European Central Bank (ECB) faces a stark choice. It can hike rates now to prevent second round effects
on inflation, but at the risk of driving bond yields higher in the euro periphery, something that the recent announcement of an
intention to hike prompted; or it can maintain relatively loose policy, but at the risk of de-anchored expectations.
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The views and conclusions expressed here may be changed without notice. FFC, its partners and employees make no representation about the completeness or accuracy of the data, calculations, information or opinions
contained in this report. This repor may
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Fathom's Global Outlook, Autumn 2022 will be available for all Refinitiv users via Chartbook from October. To see a breakdown of key topics we will be discussing
this report or relied upon in its construction may previously have been disclosed under a consulting agreement with one or more clients. The prices of securities referred to in the report may rise or
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